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THE PHANTASMOSCOPE, OR MAGIC WHEEL. retained after the object is shut off by the intervening por-

In an illustrated article uron the "Horse's Motion Sci· tion of the board between the slots until another hors(, 
entifically Considered," which appeared in the SCIENTIFIC 
A�i:ERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 158, January 11, 1879, the use 
of the zoetrope was suggested for showing the appearance 
of a horse in motion. I 

A zoetrope, although not complicated, requires consider- I 
able care and 'mathematical precision in it.s construction; 

but the phantasmoscope, or magic wheel, is comparatively 
simple, consisting, as may be seen by the accompanying 
illust.ration, of a disk of any diameter revolving upon a pin 

in the cen tel'. Figu res in different poses of arrested action' 

are painted or pasted upon the one side; under each figurr 

is an oblong opening or slot. Much amusement can be 

derived from tbis old and simple toy. 'Ve herewith give 

one with the correct positions of a horse trotting a 2: 40 gait, ! 
dra wn in silhouette upon the outcr margin of t.he wheel. 

Cut the phantasmoscope. or magic disk out, following t,he I 
outer circle with the scissors; t.his done,paste the disk upon: 
a circular piece of cardboard. Under each figure, at the 
oblong places, cut a corresponding openi ng I hrough the paste 
board. Fasten the wheel to a �tiek or handle by ml'ans of 
a pin at its center on which it can freely turn. To use the 
toy, stand in front of a mirror, ai< shown in t.he small illus
tration; hold the disk before the eyes, and look through the 
slots under the figures, Iwd turu the wheel rapidly. The 
borses' legs will commence to move as in life, and as each 
successive position drawn upon the phantasmoscope is the 
exact on.e taken by a trotting horse, the horses in the mirror 
w ill all appear to be in actual motion on a fast trot. If the

· 

eye is directed over the margin of the pasteboard disk, an I 
indistinct blur is all that is seen. The principle is generally 
well known and easily explained. It pertains to the Pheno-

I 
THE MAGIC WHEEL. 

menon known as the persistence of vision. When the eye is appears through the succeeding openillg, whell an adrii
directed throngh the slot. the fi!(ure of a horse i� seen for an tional impression is made, the same as the prect'ding impr 's

installt as the opening pa�ses the eye, and the impression is I sion, except a slight change in the positioll of the legs. These 
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impressions follow each other so rapidly that they produce 
upon tbe retina of the eye the effect of a continuous image 
of the horse, iu which the limbs, replaced by a succession of 
positions, present tbe appearance of a file of horses in actual 
motion. 

For young scientists this beautiful experiment will be 
found very entertaining . 

• I .... 
Bridging Lake Pontehartraln. 

The contract has been signed for building a six-mile 
trestle across Lake Pontchartrain. The Alabama and 
Great Southern Railroad ends at Meridian, where tbe New 
Orleans and Northwesteru road hegins leading to Lake 
Pontchartrain. Opposite the terminus of the Ne

'
w Orleans 

and Northeastern road, at Lake Pontchartrain, is the north
ern terminus of what is known as the " Old Fork Road," 
which begins at Canal street. New Orleans. Tbe last-named 
road has been used principally for carrying pleasure seekers 
from New Orleans to Lake Pontchnrtrain. It hag recently 
been purchased by tlie Erlanger Syndicate, and, in order to 
connect this road with the New Orleans and N orlbeastern, 
the construction of the trestle across tbe lake was found 
necessary. 

...... 
External Use oC Castor 011. 

The London Medical Journal gives reports from various 
pract.it.ioners who have found purgative results follow the 
inunction of ca,tor oil. One wriler states that he has fre· 
quently applied this oil to the abdomen, under spongiopi· 
line or other waterproof material, in cases where the usual 
way of administering by the mouth seemed undesirable, and 
with the most satisfactory consequences. In a case of 
typhoid fever, also, half an ounce of castor oil was applied 
in this manner, under a hot water fomentation, the effect of 
this being as represented, to relieve the c'lnstipation and 
t,ympani tic rli�t.('ntion that harl been present, without undue 
purp;iug or irritation of tbe be. well!_ 
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